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STATEMENT

First of all, I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the customers who have purchased
our equipment. This manual is for customers to
It is written for better use of this instrument, in order to use the instrument correctly and
prevent injury to the operation and users To protect the instrument from damage and avoid
unnecessary property loss, please read the manual carefully before use.
The company only considers the responsibility for the safety and reliability of the instrument
under the following conditions:Reinstallation, improvement and mainte- nance are all carried
out by personnel approved by our company. The electrical equip- ment connected to this
instrument conforms to the national Standard, and use this instrument in accordance with the
operating instructions.

This is a life beauty instrument.
If the beauty institution using this instrument cannot operate the instrument in a formal
manner, it may cause the failure of the instrument's function and may endan- ger human
health. The company will provide the circuit diagram for a fee when the user requests it,
and the calibration method and other information will be listed in addition to help the user
to have a qualified technician to repair the part of the instru- ment classified by the
company that can be repaired by the user. This product must be used in strict accordance
with the usage method in this manual. All consequences caused by misuse of methods
other than the manual shall be responsible for all the consequences, and the company shall
not bear any responsibility. The company does not make any form of guarantee, including
(but not limited to) the actual marketabili- ty and suitability guarantee for a specific purpose.
The company is not responsible for the errors contained in this information, or the
occasional or indirect damages caused by the provision of this manual, actual performance
and use. This user manual contains all the basic information of this instrument. This is the
starting point for new users to start using this instrument, because it gives a basic
introduction to the system, explains how it works, introduces the installation of this
instrument and various operating methods, and you can find the required information
through the catalog. This manual contains proprietary information protected by patent law.
All rights reserved, without the written consent of the company, any part of this manual may
not be photographed, copied, copied or translated into other languages. The content
contained in the manual can be changed without notice to the user.
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1.1 Instrument principle:

Use HI-EMT (High Energy Focused Electromagnetic Wave) technology to make muscles expand
and contract continuously, and perform extreme training to deeply reshape the internal
structure of muscles, that is, the growth of myofibrils (muscle enlargement) and the production
of new protein chains and muscle fibers ( Muscle hyperplasia) to train and increase muscle
density and volume. The 100% limit muscle contraction of HI-EMT technology can trigger a large
amount of lipolysis. Fatty acids are broken down from triglycerides and accumulated in fat cells.
Fatty acids are too high, which will cause fat cells to undergo apoptosis and be excreted from
the body through normal metabolism within a few weeks.

1.2 Instrument parameters:

1.3 Appearance of the instrument:

Name Parameter

Technology High Intensity Pulsed Electromagnetic

Refrigeration system Intelligent air cooling system

Power input 220/110V 50/60Hz

Maximum power

consumption

2.3kVA

Machine color gray

Output Intensity 1~14 T

Shape of stimulation

pulse

Biphase

Pulse duration 300 µs

Handles Four handles

Package size 72*42*40cm

G.W 30kg

Output power 3000W
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Power on/off button
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Handle connection port

From top to bottom is

ABCD handle interface, AB

is for abdomen and hip

handle, CD is for arm and

leg handle

Power SwitchHandle Bracket
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2 、Precautions

2.1 Precautions before use

>Don't be full when using, at least one hour after meal

>Before using the instrument, please remove any metal jewelry you wear

>Before starting the operation, first touch the probe vertically to the skin, and then turn

on the switch of the host,

Adjust the operating mode energy to the lowest, and then increase the energy

sequentially according to the user’s skin bearing capacitythe amount;

A group of handles work, need a group of probes inserted at the same time to start the

power adjustment. The handle probe must be inserted into the machine at the same time for

simultaneous operation of the handle.

> It is forbidden to eat or drink during the operation, try to eat after one hour

> Handle should not work against metal objects.(Because magnetic and metal material charging will

damage the service life of the machine, will also interfere with the energy)

2 .2 Contraindications

>People with wounds on the skin, or avoid the wounds;

>Heart disease patients (such as arrhythmia), especially those with a pacemaker;

>Cancer patients;

>Patients with infectious diseases;

>Pregnant women, breastfeeding period, menstrual period;

>Major surgery patients, diabetes patients;

>Any metal in the body;

>Patients with metal implants,such as pacemakers, cannot use them.

>People with cerebrovascular diseases (stroke patients)

2.3 Precautions Before And After

>After use, the user should add moisture in time;

>Do not overeating, arrange food and sleep reasonably;

> Be sure to strengthen moisturizing and sun protection after use;
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>Quit spicy food;

> Please refrain from hot springs and saunas temporarily within three days;

2.4 Working hours and treatment courses

Working for 30 minutes at a time equates to 20,000 muscle workouts.

Do this 2-3 times a week.

Muscle build to 16%, fat burn to go 19%, fit a full year.
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3 、Instrument interface operation process

3.0 Start interface

Set button

Mode 1

3.1 Operate Interface

* Mode 1 Operate Interface

Handle B

Handle A

*AB handle can be selected
independently,adjusted according to different
customers Section handle intensity /time,click
the start/stop button Take action

Adjustment time

Handle B intensity adjustment

Handle A intensity adjustment

Start/pause (first click to enter

Enter the setting page, as

shown in figure 3.2)

Model 2
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Confirm the type selection is complete,

click to enter the home page surface,

energy can be selected as shown in figure

3.3/3.4/3.4.1

* Mode 2 Operate Interface

3.2 setting interface

* According to different degrees of

age, gender, and location Make a choice

Start/pause(first click to enter

Enter the setting page, as shown in

figure 3.2)

Handle C
Handle D

Handle A
Handle B

Handle A intensity

adjustment

Handle B intensity

adjustment

Handle C intensity adjustment

Handle D intensity adjustment

Adjustment time
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3.3 Energy setting start

Working Progress Rate

Start/pause

Stop (click and stop working,

the interface can jump Go to

figure 3.1)

Handle B energy bar

Handle A energy bar

Time progress bar
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3.4 Energy setting start

3.4.1 Energy setting start(Model 2: four handles can work at the same time)

Working Progress Rate

Start/pause

Stop (click and stop working,

the interface can jump Go to

figure 3.1)

Handle C energy bar

Handle D energy bar

Time progress bar

Stop (click and stop working, the interface can

jump Go to

figure 3.1 model 2 interface)
Start/pause

Handle A energy bar
Handle B energy bar

Handle C energy bar

Handle D energy bar

Time adjustment
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3.5 Start interface

* The setting operation interface is as follows (Figure 3.6.1):

Sound adjustment settings

Set up
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Brightness adjustment settings

3.6.2

Instrument parameters

3.6.3
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3.6.4

3.6.5

*Background energy setting: if the front

handle energy（3.4） is adjusted to 100%,

it still feels that the energy is not strong

enough. Adjusting it here will make the

total energy stronger。

language settings

Temperature of each handle
*Note that there is a temperature

display to prove that the handle is

working properly. If there is a

temperature display of 0 ° C for

one of the handles in the ABCD,

the handle is out of order

*This is the protection mechanism, if

the temperature of the handle reaches

40 degrees Celsius the handle will

automatically activate the protection

mechanism, if the temperature of the

handle reaches 60 degrees Celsius the

instrument will automatically shut down
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4. Maintenance and repair

4.1 Maintenance

4.1.1 Daily inspection

Managers must check the instruments and components regularly. Whether the

power socket is reliably connected to the ground.

Please check whether the power cord is damaged before using the instrument, and stop

using the instrument if it is damaged.

4.1.2 Cleaning

Periodically clean the equipment to ensure the sanitation and good operation of the

equipment. Can be powered off the instrument

Wipe the device shell with a damp cloth and use soapy water or a neutral detergent.

4.1.3 Replacement of fuse

*When replacing the fuse, in order to prevent electric shock, please turn off the power

and unplug the power plug.

4.2 Repair
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After purchasing the instrument, you need to fill in the warranty card and send it to the

manufacturer or agent to have the warranty effect; self-purchasedFrom the date of issuance of

the bill, it belongs to the company's product quality problem. The host has a free warranty for

one year (Note: With the purchase billAnd warranty card warranty; the warranty scope here is

limited to the instrument host, excluding accessories, etc., which need to be replaced

regularlyConsumables). After the warranty period has expired, please contact the manufacturer

directly to provide paid after-sales service. dimensionTo repair the machine, please contact our

company's business department or dealer. Do not repair it without authorization. Any

dismantling without consent The company does not provide warranty.

5. Common faults and troubleshooting methods

Failure phenomenon Causes Exclusions and solutions

Device not working

The power plug is not inserted

into the socket

The power switch is off Power

fuse failure

Check power Check

the power switch

Replace the fuse

The handle does

not work

Is the number of probes used up?

The working head is damaged The

interface on the back of the

instrument is not installed correctly

Check the number of probes

Replace working head

re-install

6. The responsibility of the manufacturer

>The products produced should meet the product standards. If there is any non-com-

pliance, the company is responsible for replacement and return.

> In case of personal or property damage caused by product manufacturing defects, our

company shall bear corresponding responsibilities, but the following circumstanc-

es:However, the company is not liable;

>Purchasers and operating users do not use the operating specifications in accor
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dance with the manual, do not follow the safety precautions and warningsSexual description

used.

> Violation of product transportation, installation, use, maintenance, storage, etc., causing

product, personal, or property damage.

> The company implements life-long maintenance and technical services for prod- ucts,

and the manufacturing quality that occurs within the specified quality assurance periodIf

there is any problem, it will be repaired for users free of charge.

>When accessories need to be replaced, original accessories must be purchased from our

company, otherwise the adverse consequences will be caused by the user.

7. Storage and transportation management

>Storage: The instrument should be stored in the original packaging box, placed in a well-

ventilated room, the packaging box should be padded,

The ambient temperature is -10℃~40℃, the relative humidity is not more than 93%, and it

is not allowed to be placed in harmful gas, flammable,Surrounding explosive materials and

corrosive gases.

> Transportation: The instrument in the packaged condition is suitable for road, rail, air

and water transportation.

During the transportation process, it should be protected from severe vibration and shock,

and should not be exposed to moisture, and should not be mixed with flamma- ble and

corrosive substances, Mixed transportation, the specific requirements are in accordance with

the order contract.

8. Use period

>The warranty period of this instrument is 1 year (Note: Man-made damage is exclud- ed).

>The warranty period for accessories is 3 months (Note: Man-made damage is exclud
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>If the instrument beyond the use period continues to be used, it needs to be tested and

approved by the engineer, and it needs to be determined in the subsequent use.It is up to

the engineer to test the performance of the instrument.

> Discarded instruments and accessories that have expired should be disposed of

according to local regulations.

9. Parts List

n
S
u
e
m
ri
b
a
e
l
r name Quantity picture display

1 Host 1

2 handle 2

3 handle 2

4 power cable 1

5 belt 4

10. Warranty card

1. The machine can be replaced with a new one within 7 days from the

date of purchase (with the receipt) if there is a quality problem and the

appearance is intact

One machine, the host is guaranteed for one year (except for wearing

parts), other non-warranty scope or the warranty period has expired, also
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Responsible for repairs and updates, and appropriate repair fees are

required. If the instrument fails, it needs to be sent back for repair.

Within half a year from the date, the buyer shall bear the returfreight, and

the seller shall bear the freight; the freight for more than half a year shall be

borne by the buyerbear.

2. Free warranty service will not be provided for the failures caused by

the following users' personal reasons;

① Failure caused by unauthorized disassembly or modification ofthis

product;

②Failure caused by careless use;

③Failure caused by lack of reasonable maintenance;

④ Failures caused by failure to follow the correct instructions in the

instruction manual;

Name

Warranty Card

phone Postcode

Shipping address

product name Purchase date

Maintenance records

Return date Fault content Treatment plan Maintenance company

Remarks: This card should be filled in by the buyer and seller. When returning the instrument for repair, this card must

be filled out and sent with the instrumentBack. After the instrument is repaired, the card will be sent back to the buyer

along with the instrument. Please keep this card properly at that time.
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